Welcome to a virtual "tour" of three possible design concepts for the new Main Library in the Park, to be completed in 2011. All three schemes meet the same requirements for size and function, as specified in the Building Program:

- All three concepts consist of approximately 100,000 square feet, distributed over three floors.
- All three concepts open to Thought Square.
- All three concepts include a drive-thru window for convenient drop-off or pick-up of library materials.
- All three concepts include public meeting rooms, group study rooms, a quiet reading room, computer lab, and activity spaces for children and teens.

In viewing these three different design schemes, you may compare "apples to apples" – each apple is simply a different variety. Please visit each concept, consider each design, then e-mail your comments and observations to: newlibrary@ebrpl.com
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- B new main library
- C thought square
- D breck cyber cafe
- E breck teaching garden
- F breck future conservatory
- A breck existing theater
- Expanded botanical gardens
- Existing soccer fields and main lawn
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[Diagram of first floor layout with labeled areas such as children's, meeting, lobby, cyber cafe, teaching garden, etc.]
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